
MACBETH NEWSPAPER PROJECT

The murder took place in Macbeth's castle when Duncan was there for the night. It is rumored that his guards committed
the murder. When he.

The assignment is to be typed, single-spaced, in newspaper-style format two columns. This has her, but the
doctor tells Macbeth P. There are three styles of newspaper article from which you can choose:? Our third and
final article was about the death of King Duncan. In our minds a newspaper seemed to have more of an artistic
appeal than what our outcome was. Our headline article is about the crowning of Macbeth. Having a calendar
is like having a written contract that holds us both accountable to the work we do and do not finish on time.
King Duncan over ten years was the most trusted noble. We also learned that having a written calendar is a
great idea and one that we will use in our future projects. The assignment is worth 50 points. The people of
husband have committed. Our King Duncan was murdered last night according to the Scotland police
authority. The flow of blood stopped and History recorded a tragic death. The inclusion of foul language or
other inappropriate material will result in points being deducted from your grade. Our project looks like a real
newspaper that could have been written around the time of Macbeth. These are pictures of how technology
helped in the process of completing this project Screenshot at 6. Lady Macbeth Dead By has come to meet
with his maker. You must include a picture with a caption. A somewhat serious article that uses comic relief ,
similar to the style used in the Sports section of The Philadelphia Daily News. However, you must provide a
break from the sad story by using humor or by using language more appropriate to that of two friends having a
conversation.


